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INTRODUCTION

Four claims numbered P410840, P410841, P410842 and P410843 
were staked in July 1974, in the vicinity of an airborne geophy- 
sical anomaly. Acarid was cut over a portion of the claim group 
Jn March 1975. and early In April ground electromagnetic and 
magnetometer surveys, were carried out. This report 1 s~concerned^ 
"with the Interpretation of the electromagnetic data.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claim group is located near the geographic centre of 
Reid Township, Porcupine Mining Division. It is most easily 
reached in the summer time by boat along the Mattagami River 
some 19.5 miles north of the Sandy Falls dam. In the winter, 
the property may be reached by tracked vehicle travelling north 
along the power line road to a bush road going west to the 
Mattagami River, then crossing the river to the west bank. No 
roads of consequence exist west of the Mattagami River in Reid 
Township.

HISTORY

Very little work was done in this area prior to 1964. 
Following the discovery of the Kidd Creek Mine most of the area 
was staked and work has been carried out by various companies 
and individuals on almost an annual basis. For the four claims 
under consideration, however, only one diamond drill hole has 
been placed on public record so that the underlying geology is 
somewhat questionable.

GEOLOGY

in t^e area are few and far between. On the 
southern boundary of the claim group an outcrop of basic to 
intermediate volcanics was found. One half mile to the north 
another outcrop showing a contact between intermediate to acid 
volcanics cut by a diabase dyke is shown on the Timmins Data 
Series map P-700. A diamond drill hole in claim P410842 put 
down by Patino in 1 965. cut 518 feet of gabbro. In the same 
general area however, several diamond drill holes are incorrectly
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plotted, the errors in positioning being upwards of half a mile. 
Consequently the situation over all remains unclear.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

The line cutting and ground geophysical survevs t were 
carried out under contract oy Mr. A.J. Walker, P. Eng. The 
actual field work for the electromagnetic survey, was done by 
Mr. A. MacDonnell and Mr. T. MacDonnell using a^ScintPex 5E-2QQ 
to locate the conductor axis, and later a Jaeonics E.,M.-jj using 
a 400 foot coil separation.was used along a picket line grid to 
detail the conductors and provide diagnostic Information to in 
terpret the electrical characteristics.

The cirid consisted of fg\ir l ines each of which was 2000 
feet long, tied together with a centrally located Base Line. 
In all, a.total of 88 stations, were observed during the course 
of the E.M.-17 survey and readings of both the In Phase and 
Quadrature components of the electromagnetic field were obtained 
at each station. The nominal station spacing was 100 feet on 
lines 400 feet aparLwith jdditional stations at 50 foot intervals 
observed in anomalous areas.

Upon completion of the field work the data were transmitted 
to Toronto for draughting and profiling by Mr. R. Marcroft. The 
finished maps were then delivered to Phelps Dodge Corporation of 
Canada, Limited for interpretation.

INTERPRETATION

In general the In Phase component of the electromagnetic 
field is remarkably uniform. The Quadrature component on the 
other hand shows large variations in amplitude, particularly on 
Line 4+OOW. Here the Quadrature component varies from plus 15 
to minus 11 and is characterized by strong positive "heels" which 
appear to be quite common in this area.

Since there is a weak In Phase anomaly associated with the 
Quadrature response in the vicinity of 1+OOS, L 4+OOW some con 
sideration of the occurrence is warranted. The In Phase-Quadrature 
ratio is less than 0.5 which suggests that any conductor present 
is rather poor in quality. A diamond drill hole sunk by Patino
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in 1965 was collared at 3+1 ON, 1+30W with reference to the pre 
sent grid. Assuming a 700 North dip which has been noted else 
where in the area, this hole should have cut the so-called 
conductor at depth. The hole was logged as gabbro throughout 
with no indication of conductive material being intersected.

The strong positive "heels" encountered in the Quadrature 
component suggest the possibility of conductive overburden. 
This would be consistent with the poor In Phase-Quadrature ratio. 
It is therefore suggested that the electromagnetic response is 
due to overburden alone and no further work is recommended.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Only one minor In Phase anomaly was noted during the course 
of the survey, but substantial Quadrature responses were observed 
on three of the four lines. It appears that the best response 
has been tested about 200 feet east along strike by an old 
diamond drill hole but no conductive material was indicated. In 
view of this, and the characteristic shape of the Quadrature 
response profile, it is suggested that the anomaly is due to con 
ductive overburden.

No further work is recommended for this conductor, at this 
time.

John H. Ratcliffe, P. Eng.
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INTRODUCTION

four claims numbered P410840, P410841, P410842 and P410843 
were staked in July 1974, m the vicinity or an airoorne geophy 
sical anomaly. A grid was cut over a portion of the claim group 
in March 1975, anci early in,J\priL ground electromagnetic and 
magnetometer surveys were carried out. This report is concerned 
with the interpretation of the magnetic data.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claim group is located near the geographic centre of 
Reid Township, Porcupine Mining Division. It is most easily 
reached in the summer time by boat along the Mattagami River 
some 19.5 miles north of the Sandy Falls dam. In the winter, 
the property may be reached by tracked vehicle travelling north 
along the power line road to a bush road going west to the 
Mattagami River, then crossing the river to the west bank. No 
roads of consequence exist west of the Mattagami River in Reid 
Township.

HISTORY

Very little work was done in this area prior to 1964. 
Following the discovery of the Kidd Creek Mine most of the area 
was staked and work has been carried out by various companies 
and individuals on almost an annual basis. For the four claims 
under consideration, however, only one diamond drill hole has 
been placed on public record so that the underlying geology is 
somewhat questionable.

GEOLOGY

Rock outcrops in the area are few and far between. On the 
southern boundary of the claim group an outcrop of basic to 
intermediate volcanics was found. One half mile to the north 
another outcrop showing a contact between intermediate to acid 
volcanics cut by a diabase dyke is shown on the Timmins Data 
Series map P-700. A diamond drill hole in claim P410842 put 
down by Patino in J965 t cut 518 feet of gabbro. In the same 
general area however, several diamond drill holes are incorrectly
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plotted, the errors in positioning being upwards of half a 
mile. Consequently the situation over all remains unclear.

GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEY

The line cutting, and ground geophysical survey5 
carried o~ut under contract by Mr. A. J. Walker, P. Eng. The 
actual field work for the magnetometer survey was done by 
Mr. J. Martin, using a Scintrex MF-1 Fluxgate magnetometer with 
a sensitivity of 20 gamma per scalp division, A Jfcse Ration 
was established at 9+QON on L 0+0(1 and all readings were re 
ferred to this base. Diurnal variation was distributed linearly 
over the time between base checks.

The gpd r.nn^-jg^.ed of four lines, each of which was 2000 
feet long, tied together with a centrally located Base Line. 
In all . 84 stations were observed at a nominal station gpacina 
of l no f Bet on lines 400 feet apart. '

Upon completion of the field work the data were transmitted 
to Toronto for draughting, and profiling by Mr. R. Marcroft. 
The finished maps were then delivered to Phelps Dodge Corporation 
of Canada, Limited for interpretation.

INTERPRETATION

A cursory examination of the field data reveals that within 
the area of the survey there is very little magnetic relief. In 
order to determine the significance of the data a statistical 
analysis was made. This indicated that the average value on the 
map was 1200 gamma and that the standard deviation was 55 gamma. 
Thus using the standard formula of mean plus or minus two stan 
dard deviations as being indicative of anomalous values, only 
those values in excess of 1310 gamma or less than 1090 gamma 
can be considered anomalous. This being the case, only three 
unrelated stations out of 84 can be considered anomalous, and 
these three barely qualify.

It is therefore safe to say that the magnetic survey on 
this grid has provided very little significant information other 
than to suggest that the underlying rocks are uniformly magnetic. 
To attempt to develop trends or other relationships would be folly.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of the remarkably uniform nature of the magnetic 
data it would appear that the underlying rocks are uniformly 
magnetized.

Within this frame work it is impossible to recommend any 
further work of this nature on this particular grid.

7

John H. Ratcliffe, P. Eng.
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of snr^y MAGNETOMETER——-—--—————.—-——— 

Township or ArPa Reid Township——.——.————--.—-..—.—. 
Claimhr.Mor( s) Phelps Dodge Corporation of Canada* Limited* 

Suite 1106. 55 Yonge St., Toronto.

Author of Report J* H. Rdtcllffe———-———^—————.^——-
36 Glenvlew A ve.. Toronto, On t.______'

April 7 - July 4. 1975_____
(linccutling to office)

____1.74_____________
Covering Dates of Survey- 

Total Miles of Line cut—

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDOS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 daysfirreiydes 
line cutting) for first 
survey,

ENTER 20 days^efeach 
additionaLstffvey using 
same" grid.

Geophysical

--Electfonlagnetic. 

^^Magnetometer—.

—Radiometric——
er—i—————

Geologies

Geochemical-

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric
(enter days per claim)

HATR- * 3

PROJECTS SECTION 
Res. Geol.,—.——-— Qualifications

Previous Surveys

Checked by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by- .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. -date.

Author of RcpoXo^Agent

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

P'(prefix)' 

P

410840
(number)?

410841 ^

.L 
P

.410842. 

11.0843,^3.

*L J li •MMMV""1**

nyuQ a\ cJtxuvvO A-O]
^•••/••••••••••••*llL*4JI*lfl*tt**l*********tll4t**flt***^|x*llt

.C.^[3^Mrd..Z,,!Zr:,,,,,,,..,,

TOTAL CLAIMS.

l



Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS 

Number of Stations— 
Station interval——— 
Line spacing.

84 .Number of Readings. B4

100'

400

Profile scale or Contour intervals. 1"
1000 amma

(specify for each type of survey) (

MAGNETIC 

Instrument — Sclntrex MF - l Fluxgate

Accuracy - Scale 
Diurnal correction 
Base station location

20 gamma per scale division
to Base Station; Linear distribution of differences.

9+OON; L 0+00________________________________

ELECTROMAGNETIC

Instrument.
Coil configuration. 
Coil separation —— 
Accuracy-———— 
Method:
Frequency.

Parameters measured. 
GRAVITY

Instrument,—————
Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Fixed transmitter D Shoot back D Inline O Parallel line

(specify V.L.F. station)

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.
INDUCED POLARIZATION

Instrument———————-——.

RESISTIVITY

Time domain. 
Frequency——
Power™—-—

Frequency domain. 
. Range———————

Electrode array—— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode.
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GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

ELECTROMAGNETICType of Survey. 

Township or
Claimhoi/We) Phelps Dodge Corporation of Canada. Limited.

REID TOWNSHIP

Suite 1106, 55 Yonge St. t Toronto.

Author of Report J. H t RfltCllffe
36 Glenview Ave.. Toronto, Ont. -

Covering Dates of Survey March 28 - July 2 t 1975
(linccutting to office)

Total Miles of Line cut_____1*?4—————————————

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

^
ENTER 40 cfc^sjincludes 
line cutting) for fn 
survey,

ENTER 20 days-foT each 
additiopaHurvey using 
same grid.

Geophysical

—Electromagnetic.
-^Magnetometer—
—Radiometric——
-Other.——————

DAYS 
per^latm

ilogical— 
GeocnfeHucaL

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne furveyi)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic, . Radiometric
(enter days per claim)

Sir.NATTTRF.;
y Author of RepoXpf Agent

PROJECTS SECTION 
Res. Geol. —————-
Previous Surveys

———A. Qualifications.T^frjn'

l Checked by

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

mm Approved by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH

Approved by. -date.

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

.....P.....
(prefix) 

.....P.....

(numl

.A1JDM1

P 41084.2.• **(**l****O**t**t****ft*t**l**Jf* lT*Vf t rtV IJ^* ••••4f***lflt

P

TOTAL CLAIMS.

l



Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS
Number of Stations ______ 88 ____________________ Number of Readings 
Station interval ____ 50' and TOO*

Line spacing —————— 4QQ'
Profile scale or Contour intervals l " * — 2SSL

(specify for each type of survey)

MAGNETIC

Instrument _____________________________ :
Accuracy - Scale constant 
Diurnal correction method 
Base station location

ELECTROMAGNETIC
Instrument GeOnlCS E. M. - 17 ,

Coil rnnfignratinn CO - Planar

Coil separation___400 
x

Accuracy——————" t-%
Method: CD Fixed transmitter D Shoot back CX3 Inline CH Parallel line 
Frequency____1600 Hz————-——-————-—————-————--—-————————————-—————

(specify V.L.F. station)

Parameters m PaSnrPH In Phase: Out of Phase (Quadrature).--..-—.^—-----^-----—-——-
GRAVITY 
Instrument ——. 
Scale constant.
Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy————————————.———.
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY

Instrument———.^—--.———..—.—.^^--.—.
Time domain——————————————————————————— Frequency domain. 
Frequency_____________________________ Range—————~—~
Power^..--—-——--—--———-—-————.—-———^——.-—^.—^.....-.^..^—.--^
Electrode array-— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode,
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